One people culture – powered by lifelong learning
Where careers don’t stand still

Digital inclusion for all

Shaping the future of work

While helping our clients navigate their next, our own ambitious
journey to the next in the world of digital, is steered by our
employees. Ensuring they are making progress in their career
journeys and realizing their aspirations is a key driver of our
people practice. To this end, we have engineered Infosys Career
Gambit, a comprehensive program to empower our employees
with a roadmap for future readiness.

Technology has fundamentally changed the way we approach
life and work. At Infosys, technology informs our people strategy
through the creation of virtual work arrangements that enable
inclusive and flexible work. It also creates the opportunity to
work with an organization where diverse talent can participate
fully, learn, collaborate and have fun.

The world of work, for all of us, is transformed. Artificial
intelligence and software-powered automation, especially over
the past decade, have mechanized prior generations of routine
work. Some jobs, with automatable predictable steps have
been lost, with many others created, and almost all of them
will no doubt continue to change with growing digitalization.
The pandemic that raged over the past several months
accelerated the adoption of digital and dramatically disrupted
labor markets driving organizations to reevaluate every aspect of
work. At Infosys, we too have adapted and evolved.

The program comprises several components. A vital framework
driving its success is Infosys Digital Quotient, the single
composite digital maturity index that nudges and tracks
the steps we take as individuals and teams towards digital
preparedness. Lex, our homegrown learning platform, helps
accelerate the capability-building. Our employees are offered
several opportunities to grow varied skills and gain
Skill Tags – a unique add-on identification of expertise in new
and emerging skills. They can then transition to performing
complex jobs requiring multi-specializations, naturally evolving
into a newer breed of jobs we call Digital Specialists and Power
Programmers. Continuously building in-demand skills, they
can apply for more challenging positions in the Company
through Infosys Marketplace – a platform that matches internal
job seekers and relevant roles. The Bridge initiative facilitates
those significant career shifts within the organization otherwise
possible only through earning additional specialized degrees
and qualifications, while the Accelerate program lets employees
gather experience and gain exposure in skill areas of the future
through short-term projects.
With the business set to evolve and journey to an increasingly
fast-paced digital future, Infosys Career Gambit is geared and
structured to nurture and sustain the staggering growth and
demand for talent while also enabling bespoke individual
aspirations of career growth.

Building in-market talent pools, closer to our clients, to deliver
and deploy digital solutions in our innovation hubs, allows us
to tap into local talent. In line with our core philosophy of hiring
for learnability and skilling through training, we also extend our
hiring beyond traditional STEM graduates to community colleges
in the US.
Enabling the participation of people from various social and
economic backgrounds, our reach into Tier 2 and 3 locations
in India, often invite first-generation college graduates as
our employees. With employees from 62 different countries
and 157 nationalities, our inclusive workplace celebrates
multi‑cultural collaboration. Employee resource groups (ERG)
facilitate inclusion and belonging in the microcultures our
employees are a part of in their work teams, while addressing the
specifics of diverse groups. We create space to include LGBTQ+
employees and allies with the iPRIDE ERG. We include employees
with disabilities and enable their participation by extending to
them the support they need. We also actively work to strengthen
the participation of young mothers on their return to work.
Infosys Restart allows people of all ages to come back to their
careers whenever they are ready. And as we power all things
digital, we also aspire to leave ‘no one offline’. We want to ensure
the participation of everyone, in meaningful opportunities,
to fulfil their professional and personal potential.

As an organization, we deeply value learnability – the potential
to learn anything so we can do all the things to which we
aspire. This continues to serve us well, especially in tandem
with our significant investments in structured reskilling and
upskilling campaigns for employees, as they learn to harness
new opportunities and learn new skills. This also includes better
support for managers by, among other things, educating them
about the positive and negative impact they have on their teams,
and training them in managerial skills, such as providing and
receiving feedback. We are also exploring novel ways to amplify
organization-wide empathetic interactions, offset the deficits
in social capital as we tackle the need to redesign processes to
better support a hybrid work model.
We also see this as an opportunity to strengthen aspects of our
culture that will provide stability, social cohesion, and a sense of
belonging to all our employees while setting ourselves up for
success in the future.
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"We have developed systems for hiring,
training and retaining employees like an
elaborate science."
Nandan M. Nilekani
Chairman, Infosys

"We congratulate Infosys on their Certification.
Organizations that earn their employees’ trust
create great workplace cultures that deliver
outstanding business results."
Sarah Lewis-Kulin

Vice President, Best Workplace List Research,
Great Place to Work

“As a global Top Employer, Infosys has proven
its unwavering commitment to employees
on a global scale, joining a niche group of
companies that have achieved a certification
through the Top Employers Program. We are
excited to celebrate and applaud them for their
achievement in 2022.”
David Plink

CEO, Top Employers Institute
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